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The quest to implement intelligent processing in electronic neuromorphic systems lacks methods for achieving reliable behavioral dynamics on substrates of inherently imprecise and noisy neurons. Here we report a solution to this problem that involves first mapping an unreliable hardware layer of spiking silicon neurons into an abstract computational layer composed of generic reliable subnetworks of model neurons and then composing the target behavioral dynamics as a "soft state machine" running on these reliable subnets. In the first step, the neural networks of the abstract layer are realized on the hardware substrate by mapping the neuron circuit bias voltages to the model parameters. This mapping is obtained by an automatic method in which the electronic circuit biases are calibrated against the model parameters by a series of population activity measurements. The abstract computational layer is formed by configuring neural networks as generic soft winner-take-all subnetworks that provide reliable processing by virtue of their active gain, signal restoration, and multistability. The necessary states and transitions of the desired high-level behavior are then easily embedded in the computational layer by introducing only sparse connections between some neurons of the various subnets. We demonstrate this synthesis method for a neuromorphic sensory agent that performs real-time context-dependent classification of motion patterns observed by a silicon retina.

Unlike digital simulations, in which the dynamics of neuronal models are encoded and calculated on general purpose digital hardware, "neuromorphic" emulations express the dynamics of the neural systems directly on an analogous physical substrate (1). Digital simulations have the advantage that they can be exactly and reliably programmed using numerical operations of very high precision. However, they suffer the disadvantage that they are cast on abstract binary electronic circuits whose operation is entirely divorced from the physical processes being simulated. Consequently, such simulations do not readily advance our understanding of how biological neural systems are able to attain their extraordinary physical performance, using only large numbers of apparently unreliable, slow, and imprecise neural components, a problem first recognized by von Neumann more than a half century ago (2). Furthermore, the reliability of digital systems comes at high cost of the circuit complexity necessary for the orchestration of communication and processing, an overhead that declares itself also in the costs of system construction and power dissipation (3).

The alternative, neuromorphic, approach to information processing strives to capture in complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) very large-scale integration (VLSI) electronic technology the more distributed, asynchronous, and limited precision nature of biological intelligent systems (1, 4).1 Research in this domain is now quickly accelerating (5–7), spurred on by radical changes in the design of computing architectures to favor highly distributed processing, as well as the economic promise of emulating the efficient intelligence of biological brains. So far, research emphasis has been on developing large-scale neural-like electronic systems (6–8). However, the concepts and methods for installing the dynamics necessary to express cognitive behaviors on these substrates are relatively poorly developed, mainly because the deep question of how biological brains install cognition on their neural networks remains open. It is to this behavioral configuration problem that our paper makes its contribution. We describe here an architecture and method for embedding simple cognitive behaviors in a real-time neuromorphic CMOS VLSI system. We refer to this behavior system as a neuromorphic "agent" because it is an autonomous entity that observes and acts on its environment through sensors and effectors, and its behavior is coherently directed toward achieving an abstract goal. The hallmark of cognitive behavior is the ability of an agent to select an action based not only on specific external stimuli but also on their context (9). Animals can learn such state-dependent sensorimotor mappings with formidable efficiency (10, 11). The likely reason for this ability is that evolution has learned how to construct modular brain circuits (12) that can be easily assembled to provide a useful spectrum of behaviors through learning on relatively few dimensions (13). Unfortunately, as engineers we do not have the benefit of rapid evolution in very large search spaces, and so we must instead combine insights from biology together with engineering principles to invent neuromorphic circuit modules that necessarily require a distributed, low-power technology for constructing intelligent systems. However, neuromorphic circuits are inherently imprecise and noisy, and there has been no systematic method for configuring reliable behavioral dynamics on these substrates. We describe such a method, which is able to install simple cognitive behavior on the neuromorphic substrate. Our approach casts light on the general question of how the neuronal circuits of the brain, and also future neuromorphic technologies, could implement cognitive behavior in a principled manner.
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Significance

Neuromorphic emulations express the dynamics of neural systems in analogous electronic circuits, offering a distributed, low-power technology for constructing intelligent systems. However, neuromorphic circuits are inherently imprecise and noisy, and there has been no systematic method for configuring reliable behavioral dynamics on these substrates. We describe such a method, which is able to install simple cognitive behavior on the neuromorphic substrate. Our approach casts light on the general question of how the neuronal circuits of the brain, and also future neuromorphic technologies, could implement cognitive behavior in a principled manner.

importance of distributed, low-power technology for constructing intelligent systems.
approximate biological performance. For this task we require synthesis methods analogous to the very successful software approach used to program computational processes in general purpose digital computers. However, rather than programming logical operations onto a digital substrate, as done by software compilers, the neuromorphic approach must configure behavioral dynamics onto electronic neural networks. Ideally such a method should provide a means of forward programming the general form of behavioral tasks to be achieved, while allowing the neuronal circuits to optimize their performance through learning and adaptation.

Our method for synthesizing cognitive tasks in neuromorphic systems recognizes three conceptual levels of processing: the high-level behavioral model, an intermediate abstract computational layer composed of populations of neurons configured as soft winner-take-all (sWTA) networks (14), and an underlying level of analog–digital neuronal hardware (Fig. 1). We cast the behavioral task as a state machine (9). This behavioral model is then configured on the computational layer by the introduction of relatively sparse connections that connect some neurons of the sWTA modules. Some of these connections are chosen such that the network gives rise to attractors that encode processing states in the form of persistent activity (15), and some additional connections provide transitions between the attractor states conditionally on external input (16). The recurrent connections in the sWTA amplify the signal at each neuron and restore it to an analog memory stored in the network connectivity (17) (Fig. S1). Their gain and signal restoration properties enable sWTA networks to be stably combined to solve a wide range of state-dependent computation tasks (18).

There remains the technical problem of mapping ideal sWTA neuronal network models onto the underlying neuromorphic hardware. The adjustable hardware parameters used for controlling the behavior of the VLSI circuits are currents and voltages that do not have a one-to-one correspondence with the parameter types and values used in the computational model. We solve this problem by an automatic method that involves using a mean-field approach to measuring the steady-state firing rate response of the VLSI neurons, deriving the average neural intracellular current that generated this activity, and then fitting the parameters of the CMOS transistor model to provide the estimated neuronal current–discharge relation. In this way the method generates the necessary mappings between the parameters of the sWTA network models and their electronic counterparts (19).

We demonstrate our overall approach by configuring a multi-chip system as an agent able to solve a context-dependent task that is comparable in complexity to the tasks used to probe cognition in behavioral studies in awake behaving primates (9).

**Results**

The multichip agent is composed of five multineuron chips (20, 21) and a silicon retina (22). The sensor and chips communicate by action-potential–like address events (23). The specific cognitive task that the agent is required to solve is shown in Fig. 2: A neuromorphic agent observes a complex visual scene presented on a computer screen. The scene consists of independently moving horizontal and vertical bars. The agent is required to respond differently to these bars according to which of the contexts is in force. The current context is determined by a cue that is shown only transiently and so must be remembered. In the first context the agent must produce response A when it observes a horizontal bar entering the right half of the screen; and in the second context it must produce response B when it observes a vertical bar entering the left half of the screen.

The overall task can be described as a finite state machine (FSM) (9), as shown in Fig. 3. A FSM is an abstract machine that can be in only one of its \( N_f \) possible states, but is able to transition between states when it receives an appropriate external input symbol drawn from a predefined alphabet of \( N_c \) elements. The FSM state diagram describes the machine as a directed graph whose nodes represent machine states and whose edges indicate the possible transitions between them. The edges are labeled by input symbols that govern the appropriate transition. True FSMs can be efficiently implemented in digital systems that can rely on restored logic and digital encodings. However, the implementation of an analogous machine using neurons requires a different approach in which populations of neurons are first configured as sWTA networks, and then some neurons of these networks are interconnected to embed the necessary states and transition rules (16). Unlike conventional FSMs implemented with bistable digital
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**Fig. 1.** Synthesis of a target FSM in neuromorphic VLSI neural networks. (A) State diagram of the high-level behavioral model. Circles represent states and arrows indicate the transitions between them, conditional on input symbol \( x \). In this example state machine, the active state flips between \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) in response to \( x \) and outputs either the response \( A \) or the response \( B \), depending on the previous state. (B) The computational substrate composed of three sWTA networks: two “state-holding” networks (vertical and horizontal rectangles) and a third transition network (central square). The shaded circles in each sWTA represent populations of spiking neurons that are in competition through a population of inhibitory neurons (not displayed). The state-holding sWTA networks are coupled population-wise (\( \gamma \)-labeled arrow, red with red, blue with blue, etc.) to implement working memory. Solid arrows indicate stereotypic couplings, and the dashed arrows indicate couplings that are specific to the FSM (in this case the one shown in A). The gain and threshold in the transition sWTA are configured such that each population becomes active only if both of its inputs are presented together. The sWTA competition ensures that only a single population in the network is active at any time. An additional output sWTA network is connected to the transition network to represent the output symbols. To program a different state machine, only the dashed arrows need to be modified. (C) The multineuron chips used in the neuromorphic setup feature a network of low-power I&F neurons with dynamic synapses. The chips are configured to provide the hardware neural substrate that supports the computational architecture consisting of sWTA shown in B. Each population of an sWTA network is represented in hardware by a small population of recurrently coupled spiking neurons (\( N = 16 \)), which compete against other populations via an inhibitory population.
circuits, these neuronal state machines combine analog and digital processing qualities, and so we distinguish them as soft state machines (SSMs). Our goal is not to compete in terms of efficiency with traditional digital systems at the level of the FSM functionality. Rather we present a configuration method that can automatically map ideally specified FSMs into their analogous SSMs composed of silicon neurons, with the perspective of incorporating state-dependent behavior in a large neuromorphic system distributed across multiple chips.

Implementing a Simple Two-State FSM as a SSM. Fig. 1 illustrates, for example, how a simple two-state FSM is mapped into an SSM composed of three coupled sWTA networks. Two sparsely connected sWTA networks (horizontal and vertical rectangles in Fig. 1B) provide \( N_q \) distinct populations, each able to reliably maintain persistent activity. However, these populations compete with one another via their underlying sWTA dynamics so that only one of the states is expressed (Materials and Methods). A third “transition” sWTA network (Fig. 1B, Center, shaded square) integrates external inputs and state activities to decide the triggering of state transitions. Each population in the transition sWTA network responds to the presentation of exactly one symbol and one state, and the network’s winner-take-all functionality permits only one population to be active at any time. The connections between the transition populations and the target state populations are set according to the required FSM state diagram. The SSM input symbols are encoded in an external source of address events, generated on a desktop PC or by another neuromorphic chip. The SSM can produce an output symbol after an input symbol is presented. This is achieved by connecting appropriate transition populations to particular populations in a fourth sWTA that encodes output symbols. The winning population of this output sWTA encodes the current output symbol, which we accept as reporting the agent’s response. In principle, these outputs could be used to drive an explicit motor output such as a robotic arm, or laser pointer, that could physically indicate the agent’s response.

The final step of the configuration method is to map the abstract SSM architecture onto the hardware neurons of the VLSI chips by
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Fig. 1. State-Dependent Behavior. Example configuration method that can automatically map ideally specified FSMs into their analogous SSMs composed of silicon neurons, with the perspective of incorporating state-dependent behavior in a large neuromorphic system distributed across multiple chips.

Fig. 2. Context-dependent visual task. Two visual objects, a horizontal and a vertical bar, are moving on a screen and bouncing off its borders. A visual cue flashing at 30 Hz on the upper right corner of the screen for 2 s (red) indicates that the subject must attend to the horizontal bar (indicated by a circle) and report with output A if it enters the right half of the screen. If the initial cue appears on the upper left corner (blue), then the task is inverted: The subject must attend to the vertical bar and report B if the attended bar enters the left half of the screen. The experimental stimuli were presented as black bars against a light background (colors here are used only for the sake of clarity). The agent must respond as soon as the screen midline is judged to be crossed: this fuzzy condition results in different response latencies.

Fig. 3. Real-time neuromorphic agent able to perform the context-dependent visual task. Two moving oriented bars are shown to an event-based 128 x 128 “silicon retina” (22). The silicon retina output events are preprocessed in software to detect orientation and routed accordingly to one of two possible feature maps, implemented as 32 x 32 sheets of VLSI I&F neurons. The events produced by the feature maps are retinotopically mapped to a selective attention chip (SAC), which selects the most salient region of the visual field by activating a spiking neuron at that position (black circle in the Saliency map box). The input-output space of the SAC is divided into five distinct functional regions: left (L), right (R), border (X), and cues (C1, C2). The events from each of these regions are routed to the appropriate transition neurons of the SSM. To focus on the desired target, the system must attend to one of the two bars. This is achieved by modulating the attentional layer with a state-dependent top-down attentional feedback from the SSM. In the neural architecture, this is implemented by inhibiting the features corresponding to the bar that should not be attended to (Materials and Methods). Transitions that do not change the state are omitted in the “State-Dependent Behavior” diagram, to avoid clutter. The snapshots shown in the “Pre-processing” and “Selective Attention” diagrams represent experimental data, measured during the experiment of Fig. 4, in the period when the state B0 was active. An additional sWTA network (not displayed) is stimulated by the transition populations to suppress noise and to produce output A or B.
adjusting the neuron circuit bias voltages and by setting the event routing tables that implement the connectivity between the three sWTA networks (Materials and Methods). The bias voltages determine the operation of the physical neurons on specific neuro-morphic chips and are set only once (independently of the particular SSM that is implemented). The routing tables must be written for each different machine.

Implementing an Agent Able to Perform a Context-Dependent Visual Task. We implemented our chosen cognitive task (Fig. 3, Lower, “State-Dependent Behavior”) in a neuro-morphic system, using the principles outlined in the simple example above. In this task the agent observes a visual scene presented on a computer display screen via a “silicon retina” vision sensor (Fig. 2). The scene contains two independently moving black bars on a light background. The bars move diagonally across the screen and rebound off its borders. The vision sensor generates action potential-like address events when and where its pixels detect local changes in contrast (22) due to the motion of the bars. These asynchronous address events are processed by real-time software (24) that detects local stimulus orientation and assigns a vertical or horizontal orientation label to each event. The events are then transmitted to a multineuron chip comprising an array of 64 × 32 integrate-and-fire (I&F) neurons. Depending on their orientation and retinal location, they are routed to one of two retinotopically organized orientation feature maps. Each feature map, formed by a 32 × 32 sheet of VLSI I&F neurons, responds linearly to the excitatory feed-forward input generated by the orientation maps and to the top–down attentional inhibitory feedback input resulting from the SSM computation. The output spikes of the two feature maps converge to the 32 × 32 input synapses of the selective attention chip (SAC). The net current produced by the SAC synapses represents a saliency map of the visual field. The SAC then selects the region of highest salience, via local winner-take-all circuits, and activates the output neuron corresponding to that location. The SAC input/output space is partitioned into five scene subregions: Left (L), right (R), and border (X) regions represent current positions of stimuli, whereas the cue regions (C1 and C2) indicate which of two contexts is in force. The output events from each of these regions are routed to the appropriate transition neurons of the SSM (Fig. 3, Lower, “Saliency Map” box). The SSM processes these symbols according to its embedded state diagram (Fig. 3, Lower, State-Dependent Behavior). Thus, the left branch of the SSM recognizes the sequence C1 L R (corresponding to a target moving from the left-hand to the right-hand side of the screen) and generates an output A, whereas its right branch recognizes C2 R L and outputs B. The bars can in principle traverse the midline after reflecting off a screen border. This trajectory results in an invalid stimulus pattern and should be ignored. The SSM achieves this by producing no output and returning to the idle state when the object moves to the border region X.

The agent is required to attend to only one of the two oriented bars, accordingly with the presented cue. Thus, depending on the context, a bar can be considered either a target or a distractor. The selection of the appropriate target is achieved by biasing the competition (25) on the saliency map. The active state in the SSM modifies the saliency map by strongly inhibiting the feature map corresponding to the distractor (Fig. 3, “top–down attentional feedback” pathway). Consequently, the SSM selects the input provided by the noninhibited target feature map.

An example trial is shown in Fig. 4. The agent is in its idle state when the initial context cue C2 is displayed by the experimenter, indicating that the agent should perform the B subtask (attend to the horizontal bar). The C2 stimulus triggers the SSM to switch from idle to B0 (Fig. 4, Right Middle). This state encodes both the context in force and which of the two feature maps is inhibited. In this case the activity of B0 inhibits the horizontal feature map via the top–down connections.

On input R, the SSM switches from B0 to B1 (Fig. 4, Right Middle, yellow to red spikes in raster plot) while continuing to inhibit the horizontal feature map. When the target in the visual input enters the left half of the screen, the population L of the SAC activates (Fig. 4, Right Top, arrow in raster plot). As a result, the SSM produces the correct output (B) and transitions back to idle, eventually releasing the top-down inhibition. Shortly afterward, the experimenter starts a second trial by displaying the C1 cue. The agent successfully completes this trial by generating an output A.

The effect of the top–down attentional feedback can be seen in the snapshots of the feature map activity shown in Fig. 3. In this snapshot the B0 population is active (Fig. 4, Right Middle) and so inhibits the horizontal feature map (evident also from the SAC activity in Fig. 4, Left), until the agent returns to its idle state. To solve this task, the visual preprocessing subsystem required 3,072 spiking neurons, whereas the SSM required 608 neurons.

Robustness and Scaling. The synthesis method we propose can in principle transform FSMs of arbitrary size into their corresponding SSM (16).

Scaling properties of the state machine are conserved under this transformation. The size of implementation is dominated by the size of the transition mechanisms for both SSMs and FSMs. In the worst case of a full transition matrix, both types of state machines scale as $N^2_s$. We used a full transition implementation in our system because we wished to evaluate a variety of SSMs by rewiring the same set of modules in our robustness tests. This option means that the state machine has maximum size for the number of states implemented. However, a SSM designed for specific tasks, with fewer possible transitions, would be quite small.

Hardware implementations of state machines can produce errors due to delays and glitches of the logic gates (26). In our SSM implementation, the errors are caused by device mismatch, noise, and finite-size effects. Most SSM errors occurred during state transitions, either because an incorrect state population became active or because the activity of an active state population decayed (i.e., did not remain in its persistent state) due to transient fluctuations in neural activity. The chances of incorrect transitions grow with the size of the SSM because each transition is the result of one population winning the competition between at most $N_s$ others in the sWTA.

We explored whether large and complex physical SSMs could in principle be built using our hardware by analyzing how errors affect the system’s ability to process long strings. We did this by synthesizing 10 randomly specified state machines of size $N_s = 5$ and $N_s = 5$, transforming each of these to its corresponding SSM, and then measuring the number of consecutive symbols the SSMs could successfully process without making an incorrect transition (Materials and Methods). The curves and their shadings in Fig. 5A indicate the mean and the SD of correctly processed string lengths over the collection of random state machines.

The agent is particularly sensitive to the ambiguous situation in which an identical input could induce a transition from both the current state and the new state. These errors are due to an ambiguity as to when the stimulus ends: for example, in the state machine of Fig. 1A, an X vs. an XX. In the SSM, the effect of such ambiguous transitions is reduced by matching the input duration to the period of the oscillatory behavior that emerges from the network interactions in the sWTAs (SI Text). Despite this countermeasure, ambiguous transitions were less accurate, with a success rate of 88.97%, vs. 95.44% when the transitions were nonambiguous (Fig. 5B). The proportion of correct transitions was highest for the self-transition type (97.40%), because the populations implementing them were not wired back to working-memory populations and therefore had little or no effect on the SSM. On average, 93.43% of the transitions we recorded were carried out successfully, which is significantly better than random (Fig. 5B, thick line, 20%). The proportion of accurately processed
strings decreases exponentially with length (Fig. 5A). Randomly generated SSMs without ambiguous transitions could process about 60% of the presented strings on average, whereas this number fell to 20% for SSMs having ambiguous transitions. The SSM designed to solve the task of Fig. 2 could correctly process 82% of strings of length 20 (labeled “Visual task” in Fig. 5A).

State-dependent tasks are demanding even for humans, who exhibit performances comparable to those achieved by the described agent. For example, in ref. 27 human subjects were able to achieve an accuracy of 98.6% in a working-memory task of similar complexity (requiring five states) after extensive training lasting 800 trials.

These results agree with the robustness tests made for the abstract coupled sWTA networks (16) (where the authors show greater than 90% reliability for four-state machines with moderate noise level) and with the network proposed in ref. 9, which implements a five-state FSM able to execute 95–97% of transitions correctly after extensive training. These results also confirm that the configuration procedure we propose can robustly implement a randomly specified SSM on hardware composed of noisy and imprecise neural circuits, with complexities comparable to those of neurally plausible software models used for solving cognitive tasks (9, 28–31).

Robustness is improved in these networks by reducing fluctuations in the neural activity of the sWTA. This reduction can be achieved by increasing the number of neurons per population or the number of their synapses in each population (32). Other methods for improving robustness include adaptation and learning mechanisms such as those proposed in ref. 31 as well as probabilistic and stochastic mechanisms (33), for example to implement probabilistic inference with Markov models (34).

Discussion

We have described a method for the configuration of simple cognitive behaviors on electronic neuromorphic neural systems and demonstrated a typical cognitive task in which a neuromorphic agent is required to classify in real-time motion patterns, conditional on a contextual signal. This task may appear modest, but it should be noted that similar tasks are used routinely in experiments designed to probe cognition features such as working memory, action selection, and context-dependent sensorimotor mappings in monkeys and humans (11, 28, 35). Of course, such cognitive tasks could in principle be simulated on digital computers using neurally plausible models (31, 36–38). Indeed, Eliasmith et al. have recently demonstrated how some simple cognitive tasks can be systematically compiled onto the connectivity of 2 million simulated spiking neurons (39). In contrast, our goal was to demonstrate that simple behaviors can be implemented in a real-time electronic neuromorphic system composed of asynchronously communicating neurons.

Even in the ideal world of digital simulation, the configuration of simple cognitive tasks is not straightforward. The agent must
construct suitable context-dependent sensorimotor mappings. These require mechanisms for working memory, decision making, and action selection. Such mechanisms pose a variety of challenges for artificial neural systems (29–31, 36, 40), and so behavioral tasks are not easily programmed even into abstract models of neuronal computation. If the simulation commits to the neuronal level of operation, the configuration problem becomes even more difficult. For example, Hopfield networks, multilayer perceptron networks, or liquid state machines are powerful computational models that could in principle be used to configure neural hardware to solve state-dependent tasks. However, their task-related architectures emerge through protracted training, and the connection patterns by which these learned networks finally achieve their performance are usually opaque and bring few insights into their possible generalization to other tasks or systems.

In the less ideal world of physical implementation of neurons, the above problems are compounded by the realities of circuit design. Although neuromorphic chips are fabricated using standard CMOS VLSI foundries, their electronic circuits are unlike conventional industrial digital or analog circuits. They are a hybrid of analog and digital technologies, and their analog transistors usually run in the subthreshold regime to emulate very compactly the crucial functional characteristics of biological neurons (41, 42). Consequently, neuromorphic circuits are subject to substantial fabrication variability (device mismatch) and operating noise. Unlike digital circuits, analog circuits require dedicated signal restoration mechanisms to avoid signal corruption through successive stages of processing (3). A similar signal restoration problem holds for biological neurons, as was quickly recognized by von Neumann when he considered alternative architectures for early computers (2).

Why then develop a neuromorphic computational technology beset by such difficulties, in the face of the hugely successful digital approach? The reason is that the reliability of digital systems comes at high cost of circuit and power dissipation. These costs arise out of the need to encode and then simulate numerically the physics of neurons, rather than emulating directly the physics itself, as neuromorphic systems strive to do. This distinction is illustrated very dramatically by comparing the power dissipation of a state of the art supercomputer simulation of say 1 million neurons with a state of the art neuromorphic emulation of 1 million neurons. Modha’s recent impressive simulation of 10⁴ neurons running only a hundred times slower than real time on the IBM Bluegene/Q (43) dissipates some 10 MW, whereas a real-time neuromorphic emulation of 10⁴ neurons on Boahen’s “Neurogrid” dissipates about 3.1 W (44). This comparison indicates that even at the system level neuromorphic implementations are 1,000-fold more efficient (power/neuron) than their digitally simulated counterparts and suggests that significant advantages could accrue by deploying neuromorphic systems for useful processing.

Our approach may appear to be relevant only to systems whose physical implementation layer is composed of poorly specified or unreliable physical components. However, similar concepts to these may become relevant even to digital systems as they scale up to sizes where the conventional model of complete specification, validation, and control is no longer feasible.

Our key insight in dealing with such systems is that the uncertain hardware elements should by simple local mappings contribute to a more computationally stable intermediate layer. In our example, this is an intermediate abstract neural architecture that couples the behavioral model to the hardware (or even biological) neuronal implementation. This intermediate layer serves three purposes. First, it provides computational primitives on which behaviors are easily cast and learned. Second, these primitives provide basic signal processing properties necessary for steering and stabilizing processing such as signal gain, signal restoration (17), and multi-stability (45). Finally, the layer of primitives hides the details and variability of the neuronal hardware implementation from the behavioral level. Biology may have discovered a similar strategy, for example in the neocortex, which appears to be a sheet of essentially similar local circuitry that can be configured to satisfy a variety of processing tasks (12).

We chose an intermediate abstract neural architecture that is composed of sWTA neural network modules. The sWTA operation reports the strongest subset of a collection of inputs and optionally reproduces them with a specifiable gain (46, 47). The connectivity necessary for constructing sWTAs is consistent with that observed among neurons in the superficial layers of the neocortex (48), and so this circuit has been proposed as a potential neural computational primitive (12) that can be combined easily and stably in large networks that exhibit attractor dynamics (18). Among other functions, these networks can also be configured as SSMs (16, 18). However, these SSMs are unlike their classical digital counterparts, in that they combine digital selection with analog signal processing properties (45), an intriguing duality that we have exploited here. Also the sWTA networks used to implement SSMs differ from digital systems, in that they restore their input signals toward patterns stored in their connections, rather than toward logic levels (Fig. S1). Indeed, the SSM is not simply an imperfect replacement for a conventional FSM based on traditional electronic hardware, but rather a canonical computational primitive for synthesizing complex behaviors in neuromorphic systems.

The ability to synthesize behaviors on the SSM has a number of appealing features: First, cognitive tasks of the kind described here can be designed at the FSM state diagram level, using a variety of computer-aided design tools, which is much more convenient than designing a neural network from scratch. Second, the abstract computational layer, composed of modular sWTA networks, can be easily mapped onto multiple neuromorphic chips. Third, the parameters of the sWTA networks can be reliably and automatically mapped onto the electronic voltage and current biases of the CMOS electronic neurons (19). Finally, only a small number of connections between the transition neurons and the state populations need to be specified or learned to achieve a desired functionality. This property can be useful for framing the design of learning algorithms and for reducing the number of on-chip plastic synapses required to implement autonomous learning of behaviors (7, 49, 50). The complexity of a learning problem is proportional to the dimensionality of the to-be-learned parameters (51). Providing a computational substrate that enables learning of
complex behaviors by modifying only a small number of synapses thus reduces both the time and number of data samples required (13, 52), a procedure analogous to regularization in learning theory.

The state-encoding scheme that is adopted in the SSM can be extended to more biologically plausible, distributed representations. Models of distributed state encodings were shown to be compatible with experimental observations of perceptual dominance (53), position encoding in grid cells (54), context and task rule encodings (31), and taste processing (55). Extensions to the SSM of this sort can enable the neuromorphic implementation of more versatile hidden Markov models (55), which can be used to solve a wide variety of machine-learning tasks (34).

The neuromorphic hardware used in this work to solve the behavioral task comprises multiple prototype chips built to explore general principles of neural computation in hardware. The chips were not designed with this specific application in mind, and the overall system represents a proof of principle. Its success now opens the way for designing more specific neuromorphic system composed of large fields of SWTA networks for efficient state-dependent sensory-motor processing. The real-time nature of these neuromorphic circuits and networks, together with their compactness and low-power features, will allow their integration into autonomous robotic platforms to augment the event-based architectures that are already being developed (56). In this prototype the visual processing (visual stimulus orientation detection) was performed by real-time address-event processing software (57). In future versions this processing could also be performed in neuromorphic hardware by using simple-cell orientation selectivity hardware models (58, 59) or event-driven convolution chips (60).

Overall, the important insight of this paper is that the abstract layer composed of SWTA provides reliable processing on the unreliable underlying neuromorphic hardware, while simplifying the programming of high-level behavior. This approach is analogous to the manner in which software is used to program and compile computational processes in general purpose digital computers, except that the underlying neuromorphic hardware is radically different from digital ones in both system concept and electronic implementation. The approach is sufficiently general to be used on a wide range of electronic neural networks that have reconfigurable synaptic weights and reprogrammable connectivity (6, 7, 61).

Materials and Methods

Mathematical Tools for Analyzing Networks of VLSI Spiking Neurons. We use a mean-field approach (23, 62, 63) to model the spiking activity of the SWTA networks. In a mean-field model, the state variables represent collective dynamics of the neurons composing the population, via analytically derived activation functions. The mean-field approximation is appropriate when the effect of the synaptic inputs is very small but the overall firing rate is high. For our experimental system, this means (i) the charge delivered by each spike to the postsynaptic neuron is small compared with the typical charge necessary to make the neuron spike, (ii) there are a large number of afferent inputs to each neuron, and (iii) the spike times are uncorrelated. The network parameters were chosen to satisfy these assumptions.

The working memory used to maintain state is supported by self-sustained, persistent activity. Persistently active states can be stable if the dynamics are governed by a slow temporal component, such that the temporal fluctuations are small and the spiking activity in the network is asynchronous (62, 64). In our experiments, the time constants of the excitatory VLSI synapses lie in the "NMMA regime" (50 – 150 ms) (62), and so the dynamics of the neuronal activity are governed by the synaptic dynamics. Slow time constants in the network result in a "low noise regime", in which the mathematical formulation of the dynamics becomes tractable. In this regime, the firing rate of a spiking neuron population can be approximated with a threshold-linear activation function, \( s(\tau) = \max(0, \tau) \) (19, 63). For convenience, we call a population described by a mean-field state variable a linear threshold unit (LTU). The equations describing the dynamics of \( n \) LTUs are governed by the synaptic time constant \( \tau \).

\[ \tau x_i = x_i + \left( \sum_{j=1}^{N} w_{ij} x_j - T_i + b_i \right), \]

where \( w_{ij} \) is the weight of the connection between LTUs \( k \) and \( i \), and \( T_i \) is the threshold due to the neuron’s leak. The state variable \( x_i \) describes the “synaptic state”, instead of the firing rates, but these two are proportional in steady state (19). In this representation, \( \tau_i \) is equal to the synaptic time constant. The weight is \( w = M p q \), where \( p \) is a dimensionless real number representing the synaptic efficacy, \( M \) is the number of spiking neurons in a LTU, and \( p \) is the probability that the neurons in the LTUs connect to each other. In our implementation, we varied both \( p \) and \( q \) to configure the weight. The systematic translation between the LTU model and VLSI neuron models is explained in ref. 19.

Configuration of the Soft Winner-Take-All Networks. We briefly describe the mathematical methods underlying the configuration of the SWTA networks to implement the desired SSM. A more detailed discussion can be found in ref. 16. We begin with the stability of a single persistent activity state and then describe the transition between two states. Fig. 1C shows the recurrent couplings in the spiking neural network that implements the SWTA. The excitatory neurons in the SWTA network are grouped into subpopulations, each of which is abstracted by one LTU. The excitatory LTUs excite themselves with weight \( w_1 \) and their respective inhibitory unit with weight \( w_2 \). When the inhibitory units activate, they inhibit their respective excitatory units with weight \( w_3 \). Let \( x_i \) be the activity of an excitatory unit and \( x_j \) be the activity of the inhibitory unit. The dynamics of these two units are described by the differential system

\[ \tau_1 x_i = -x_i + \sigma(w_1 x_i - w_2 x_j - T_1 + b_1), \]

\[ \tau_2 x_j = -x_j + \sigma(w_3 x_i - T_2), \]

where \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) are the thresholds of the excitatory and inhibitory LTUs, respectively; \( b_1 \) is the externally applied input; and \( \tau_1 \) and \( \tau_2 \) are the time constants of the excitatory and inhibitory LTUs, respectively. A straightforward linear stability analysis shows that a persistent activity state is stable if (65)

\[ \Lambda > 0 \quad \text{and} \quad w_3 > \frac{T_2}{\tau_2} w_2 + 1. \]

where \( \Lambda = (1 - w_1 - w_2 w_3) \) is the gain of the SWTA circuit and \( c = (w_2 T_1 - T_2) \) (Fig. 54). The firing rate in the active state is \( \dot{x} \).

We now turn to the transition between two arbitrary states, represented by two LTUs, labeled for convenience pre and post. A nullcline analysis (SI Text) shows that a transition from pre to post occurs if an input \( b > b_{\text{null}} = c (w_{\text{syn}} - 1) \) is provided to post. Two recurrently coupled SWTA networks can be used to maintain the states (16, 18). Each state is then implemented by two populations in the two identical SWTA networks, excitationally coupled to each other, with a coupling of weight \( \gamma \) verifying \( w_1 = \alpha + \gamma \), where \( \alpha \) is the excitatory feedback within each state population (Fig. 1). Using two SWTAs allows us to build the transition SWTA and the state-holding SWTA on the same chip, which would otherwise be difficult due to the limited number of synaptic weights we can distinctively set in our hardware. The analysis remains identical to the single SWTA case, because the states of the two SWTA networks are guaranteed to remain synchronized (18). Therefore, we study the activity of the two state-holding populations using one LTU.

The activation of post is conditional on the activation of pre and the external input. This conditional branching is implemented by a “transition SWTA network”. One of its subpopulations, \( \tau \), activates when these two conditions become true and strongly stimulates post in the state-holding SWTA (Fig. 53). The transition SWTA is configured such that no persistent activity state exists. In addition, we assume that the inhibitory synapses are much faster than the excitatory synapses (\( \tau_1 < \tau_2 \)), such that \( \chi_1 \) can be approximated as steady state (\( \chi_1 \approx 0 \)), and that the inhibition common to pre and post is always active such that we can omit the threshold function for \( \chi_1 \). The responses of the three LTUs in steady state are then

\[ x_{\text{post}} = \sigma(w_3 x_1 - w_3 x_2 + x_{\text{post}} + c) \]

\[ x_1 = \sigma(w_2 x_1 - \chi_1 + \phi_1 x_{\text{pre}} + b_1) \]

\[ x_{\text{post}} = \sigma(w_3 x_1 - w_3 x_2 + x_{\text{post}} + c + \phi_2 x_1) \]

where \( \chi_1 = (w_3 w_1 x_1 - w_2 T_1) - \gamma \), \( \phi_1 \), \( \phi_2 \), \( \phi_3 \) are the synaptic weights between the state-holding SWTA and the transition SWTA, and \( w_2 \) is the weight of the excitatory coupling in the transition SWTA.
To drive the transition from pre to post, we exploit the supralinear response of the sWTA: When configured appropriately, the response to the sum of two inputs can be much larger than the sum of the responses to each input taken separately. The external input $b_{\text{ext}}$ projects to T and verifies $\alpha(\beta_{\text{ext}} < \beta_{\text{syn}})/\alpha_{\text{syn}}$, such that post cannot be activated by the input alone. When pre is active, the transition population R receives an input equal to $c/N_{\text{inh}}$. To avoid activating post with the state input alone, the $\gamma_i$ coupling must verify $\alpha(N_{\text{inh}})/\alpha_{\text{syn}} > \beta_{\text{syn}}/\beta_{\text{inh}}$. Finally, to trigger a transition to post when both pre and the input are active, $\chi_i$ must reach at least $b_{\text{ext}}/\alpha_{\text{syn}}$. This means that $b_{\text{ext}}$ must drive T to satisfy $\phi_h \cdot \gamma_i > \beta_{\text{syn}}$. The parameters used in the neuromorphic setup are provided in Table S1.

The external input consisted of short bursts of spikes to the designated transition neurons. The duration of the burst was manually adjusted around 300 ms once the chip parameters were set, which roughly corresponds to the period of the oscillatory behavior that emerges from the network interactions in the sWTA (SI Text and Fig. S2). The output of the SSMS is implemented by projecting the transition population activities or the state-holding population activities to subpopulations in a fourth sWTA network.

Neuromorphic Hardware and Configuration Method. The multineuron chip used in the neuromorphic setup features a network of low-power I&F neurons with dynamic synapses. The input and output communication of spiking activity is enabled by an address-event representation (AER) protocol (66). In AER, digital events produced by the spiking neurons are transmitted through a single digital communication pathway via time multiplexing. The chip can be interfaced to a workstation through dedicated boards that allow one to stimulate the synapses on the chip and monitor the spiking activity of the neurons.

The SSMS consists of three recurrently connected sWTA networks, coupled to each other through an AER mapper board (67). The neural circuit implementing the sWTA is illustrated in Fig. 1C. The three sWTA networks are implemented in a multichip setup composed of two chips: one providing up to 2,048 excitatory neurons and another providing up to 128 inhibitory neurons. The 2,048-neuron chip consists of 32 networks of 64 neurons, each tied to three different excitatory-pair integrator synapses (68) that are stimulated by externally provided address events. In addition, there are local hardwired couplings between the first and second nearest neighbors and self-excitation synapses (69). The lateral excitatory connections were designed to implement the cooperation in a one-dimensional sWTA operation. The 128-neuron chip is of similar design and was used to implement the global inhibition (20). Both chips have been fabricated using a standard 0.35-μm CMOS process and cover areas of about 17 mm² (2,048 neurons) and 10 mm² (128 neurons), respectively.

For SSMS, whose output symbols do not explicitly depend on its input symbols (i.e., similar to Moore machines or automata), the transition sWTA emulates a transition matrix with possibly all nonzero entries full transition matrix. Therefore, the required number of neurons scales as $N_{\text{syn}}(2N_1 + N_2^2 + 3N_1N_2)$, where $N_{\text{exc}}$ and $N_{\text{inh}}$ are the number of excitatory and inhibitory neurons per LTU, respectively. If the output symbol depends on both state and input symbol (i.e., similar to a Mealy machine), then the SSMS requires up to $N_{\text{syn}}(2N_1 + N_2 + N_1 + 3N_1N_2)$ neurons. For all our experiments, we chose $N_{\text{exc}} = N_{\text{inh}} = 16$. Similarly, the number of synaptic events scaled as $N_{\text{syn}}$. For a randomly specified SSMS of dimensions $N_s = 5$, $N_s = 5$, we observed about 80,000 synaptic events per second when no input was provided, and this number increased to 300,000 during transitions (Fig. S5). The parameters of the sWTA networks were initially configured using the methods described in ref. 19. A calibration mechanism described in ref. 72 was used to decrease the effect of fabrication mismatch in the transition sWTA. All of the reported neural firing rates were computed using 30-μs time bins, averaged over all of the neurons in a population.

Robustness Measurements in Randomly Specified SSMSs. The robustness of the SSMS is assessed by its ability to correctly process long sequences of symbols. A random state machine is constructed by randomly selecting the target state of the transitions. The state machine generation method was based on the methods used in ref. 16. The state of the system was determined by observing which population’s activity in the state-holding sWTA exceeded 15 Hz, 500 ms after the end of the input stimulus. The state machine was initialized to its predefined initial state by direct 300-ms stimulation. The input consisted of 20 consecutive symbols that were separated by 700-μs intervals. The state switch was considered successful if the system switched to the correct state and had an activity above 15 Hz. This experiment was repeated 50 times for each SSMS. The outcome is analyzed in two ways. In the first analysis, we computed $X_{nf}$, where $X_{nf} = 1$ if the first n transitions of string s were correctly processed and 0 otherwise. We reported the number of consecutive symbols the SSMS had correctly processed, $s_{X_{nf}^{n}} = \sum_{n=1}^{N_k} X_{nf}^{n}/50$ for $n = 1\ldots20$. For a perfect SSMS, $X_{nf}^{n} = 1$, and for a state machine performing at chance level, meaning a transition to an arbitrary state regardless of the input, $X_{nf}^{n} = (N_k)^{-n}$ where $N_k$ is the number of states. In the second analysis, we generated a database of all of the transitions of all of the randomly generated state machines (totaling 9,677 transitions) and computed the proportion of successful transitions. These were then reported separately for each type of transition (self-transitions and ambiguous and nonambiguous transitions).

Visual Input and Attentional Preprocessing. The stimuli were generated with a research software tool (73). Two events produced by the 128 x 128 Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS) camera were preprocessed to detect orientation, using an open-source real-time event-processing program, jAER (57) (using the built-in SimpleOrientationFilter). The visual events were labeled by the detected orientation and routed retinotopically to one of the two feature maps through a network socket. The feature maps consisted of 32 x 32 VLSI I&F neurons that responded linearly to their inputs. Each neuron of the feature map was receptive to distinct 4 x 4 patches of DVS neurons. The feature map neurons were implemented by the same chip used for the excitatory neurons in the SSMS. The events produced in the feature maps were routed to a SAC (21). The top-down feedback inhibited the feature map related to the distracting target defined by the ongoing subtask, such that the activity provided by the nonsuppressed feature map won the competition in the SAC. In our case, the left branch of the SSMS (states A0 and A1) inhibited the horizontal feature map, whereas the right branch (states B0 and B1)抑制ed the horizontal map. The state machine updated the state to switch from one subtask to the other even while it was not in idle, despite the top-down inhibition. This is because the cue inputs C1 and C2 are not oriented such that their activity is not completely suppressed by the top-down feedback. The implementation of the SSMS required 608 neurons ($N_{\text{exc}} = 5$, $N_{\text{inh}} = 5$, $N_{\text{exc}} = N_{\text{inh}} = 16$). The SAC and the chip implementing the feature map were part of a second neuromorphic setup that communicated bidirectionally with the SSMS setup through a network socket.
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